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Aerodynamic interference for the system of two spheres moving 
in free-molecular medium 

S. KOSOWSKI (WARSZAWA) 

IN THE PAPER the classical problems of the drag and. heat exchange for the system of two sphe
res, moving in free-molecular medium, are solved. The diffusion model of gas-wall interaction 
is assumed and the effects of the interaction and the screening one sphere by another are taking 
into account. The problem reduces to the solving of the impermeability conditions which fornis 
the system of integral equ:ttions of Fredholm of the second kind. The solving of the problem 
in general form analytically as well as numerically is impossible. For this reason we solved only 
the physically and geometrically simplest cases; for example the case of the system moving 
along the axis connecting the centres of the spheres in approximation of their great distances 
(in comparison to the radii of the spheres) and small or great velocities of the system in compa
rison to the thermal velocity of the gas medium). For the spheres resting in the medium we re
ceive the regularity - the spheres hotter than the gas of the medium repulse themselves, the 
colder ones- attract themselves; the interaction forces at the great distances are inversely 
proportional to the square of distance. For the system moving in the medium the interaction 
forces at small distances are comparable with the drag. The interaction heat exchange for tlie 
system of two spheres with equal temperatures, moving with arbitrary velocity, is completely 
determined by the screening of one sphere by another. 

W pracy rozwi~ano klasyczne problemy oporu i wymiany ciepla dla ukladu dwu kul, porusza
j~cego si~ w osrodku swobodnie-molekularnym, z uwzgl~dnieniem efekt6w interakcji i zasla
niania jednej kuli przez drug(l. W pracy przyj~to dyfuzyjny model oddzialywania gaz~ z po
wierzchni(!. Problem sprowadza si~ do rozwi(!zania warunk6w nieprzenikalno5ci powieh.chni, 
kt6re tworZ'l uklad r6wnan calkowych Fredholma 11 rodzaju. Poniewat rozwi'lZ'Ulie problemu 
w postaci og6lnej zar6wno analitycznie jak i numerycznie jest niemoi:liwe, problem rozwi(!zano 
jedynie w przypadkach najprostszych fizycznie i geometrycznie np. w przypadkach ukladu po
ruszaj(!cego si~ wzdlui: osi l'lCZ'lcej srodki kul przy zastosowaniu przybliZellia dliZych odleglo5ci 
(w por6wnaniu do promieni kul) i przyblii:enia malej lub dui:ej pr~dko5ci ukladu (w por6wna
niu do pr~dko5ci termicznej gazu osrodka). Dla kul spoczywaj(!cych w osrodku otrzymujemy 
regul~ oddzialywania - kule gor~tsze nii: gaz osrodka odpychaj(! si~, zimniejsze - przyci(!gajq. 
si~; siJy interakcji na dui:ych odleglosciach S'l odwrotnie proporcjonalne do kwadratu odleglo5ci. 
Dla ukladu poruszaj(!cego si~ w osrodku sHy interakcji na malych odleglo5ciach S'l por6wny
walne z oporem. lnterakcyjna wymiana ciepla dla ukladu dwu kul o r6wnych temperaturach, 
pomszaj(!cego si~ z dowoln(! pr~dkoSci'l, jest okreslona zupelnie przez zaslanianie jednej kuli 
przez drug'!. 

B pa6oTe pemeHLI KJiacCHtieCKHe 3a~aq}l conpoTHBJiemm H rermoo6MeHa wm CHCTeMl>I ,nByx 
c<!>ep, ~BIDKyllleHCH B CB06o~O-MOJieKYJIHPHOH cpe~e C Yl.leTOM 3cPcPeKTOB B3aHMO~eHCTBHH 
H 3aKpbiTHH O~OH c<!>epbl B110pOH. B pa6oTe npHHHTa ~cPcPY3HaH MO~e.m. B3aHMO~eHCTBHH 
raaa C noaepXHOCTLIO. 3~aqa CBO~CH K pemeHHIO yCJIOBHH Henpo:HHUaeMOCTH noaepXHOCTH, 
KOTOpbie o6pa3yiOT CHCTeMy HHTerpa.m.HbiX ypaBHeHHH <l>pe~.m.Ma 11 po~a. T. K. pemeHHe 
3~aq}l a o6I.I.(eM a~e, TaK aHaJIHT~ecKH, KaK H qJICJieHHo, HeB03MO>KHO 3~aqa pemeHa 
ro.m.Ko wm caMbiX npoCTbiX cPH3~eCKH H reoMeorp~eCKH CJIYl.laea, HanpHMep wm CJIYt.Iaea 
CHCTeMhi ,nBIDKyllleH:cx a~o.m. OCH coe~I.I.(eH: ~eHTpbi c<Pep, npH npHMeHeHHH npH6JIH
>KeHHH 6o.m.illHX paCCTOHHHH (no cpaBHeHHIO C p~caMH c<!>ep) H npH6JIH>Kemm MaJIOH 
H 6o.m.moii CKOpOCTH CHCTeMbi (no cpaBHeHHIO C TenJIOBOH CKOpoCTLIO ra3a cpe.z:u,~). ,IlJm ccJ>ep 
Heno~BH>KHhiX a cpe~e noJIYl.laeM CJie~I.I.(ee npaaHJio B3aHMo~eHCTBHH: c<Pepbl 6oJiee Ha
rpeTbie qeM i'a3 cpe~I - O'l."'l'aJJKHBaiOTCH, OOJiee XOJIO~Ie - npHTHrHBaiOTCH; CHJibl B3aHMO
~eHCTBHH Ha 6o.m.illHX pacCTOHHIDIX o6parno nponop~OHaJILHbl K B~paTy pacCTOHHIDI. ,IlJm 
CHCTeMbl ,nBIDKyllleHCH B cpe~e CHJibl B3aHMO~eHCTBHH Ha MaJibiX paCCTOHHIDIX cpaBHHMI>I 
c conpOTHBJieHHeM. B3aHMHLIH Termoo6MeH wm CHCTeMbi ,nByx c<Pep c paaHLIMH TeMnepazy
paMH, ~BIDKyllleHCH C npoH3BOJILHOH CKOpoCTLIO, onpe~eJieH noJIHOCTLIO 3aKpbiTHeM O~OH 
c<!>epbl BTOpOH. 
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220 S. KosowsKI 

If two or more bodies move in the medium, then the presence of other bodies influences 
the aerodynamic characteristics of the body cohsidered. 

The problem of the influence of the presence of some bodies on the aerodynamic char
acteristics ' of other bodies is called the problem of aerodynamic interference. 

In the present paper we deal with the problem of the ip.terference for the system of two 
spheres moving in free-molecular medium. The free-molecular medium is such, in which 

Problem _Subject 

Table 1. Solved 

Solution 
of integral 
equations 

----------------------------------------~--------~--~-------------

G
tz«Cr 

------~ 

Interaction 
forces 

Drag and inter
action forces· 

Drag and inter
action forces 

IHeatexchange 

I 
3 

exact 
analytic 

exact analytic in great 
distances approxima-
tion 

exact analytic in great 
distances approxima
tion 

eliminated 

· (I) (2nkT0 )-2 . where m - mass of particle, k- Boltzmann constant, Az = n0 --;;- , r = o. 02 no - density 

•<I> (i) -B<1>q2 . Rt R2 
A. =A. e • , k, = -, k2 = -, k, = 0,02/d, sine+= R2/R1 Cr-thermal velocity of the gas 

d d . 
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the mean free path of the gas particles is much greater than the dimensions of the bodies 
and their mutual distances. 

We consider a system of two spheres K1 , K2 with radii R1 , R2 , temperatures T1 , T2 , 

resting or moving with uniform velocity q in free-molecular medium · with number n0 , 

temperature T0 • Fig. 1 (p. 226). 

problems and results 

Calculation 
of 5-fold integrals 

of interaction 

exact analytic 
and numerical 

exact analytic in great 
distances approxima

tion 

exact analytic in great 
distances approxima
tion 

exact analytic 

Results 

_ 3 ,;- <i>( 2kTo )
2
[( 2kT2 )T ( ZkTo )-}Ji!_ F2_,1--vnmA:r: -- -- --- r 

8 m m m 

F1_,2 = F2-+1(l ~2) 

3 J [ 1 1 •<i>(2kTo)2 2 2 2_ 5 (2kT.·o)2 3 (2kTt)2 F1 = -2mA:r: --- n Rt\ 9 q -- +-n --
m m 4 m 

+klU6vn(2k:· )T[( 2k:, t- (2k:· tJ-q[(2k:· yt 
1 (2kT2 )-} 13 2 (2kTt )11 

t} 
+ 18 --;;;- + 72 'J'l -;;;- J kt 

F2 = F1(1 ~ 2, q ~ -q) 

2 ( 2 4kT) n E2 = mqnoR2 q - ----;;;- 2 

of the medium, T0 , T1 , T2 - temperatures of the medium and spheres g, lg - geometrical factors, 

mediwn, e q = {: (q, 01 02), d- distance of the spheres 
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At infinity, the .medium is in the state of the global thermodynamic equilibrium, de
scribed by the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution function (v.d.f) .f(i>: 

J<i> = A<1>exp[ -B<'>c<i>2
], 

A<i) =no 2nkT0 B<i> = __!!!_, 
( )

-3/2 

m 2kT0 

where m - mass of the gas particles, k - Boltzmann constant, c<i> - velocity of the gas 
particle. 

The particles of the gas medium, impinging on the bodies and reflected from the bod
ies, transmit the momentum and energy. The aerodynamic characteristics depends on the 
way of the interaction of the gas particles with the surfaces of the bodies. We assume in 
our work the diffusion model of gas-surface interaction. 

The forces F and the energy exchange E are expressed by five-fold integrals, containing 
the v.d.f. of the molecules coming from the medium-JO> and v.d.f. of the molecules re
flected from the surfaces of the spheres - J<[>, f'{>: 

FVE ~ J [I(cv; )(cn)(j('lVJ1j?2)d3c}E, 
.E1y2 De 

n is the normal in the considered point of the surfaces of the spheres K 1 , K 2 , V- the sign 
of alternative. 

The five-fold integrals correspond to the thr~e-fold integrating over the space velocity Qc 

and two-fold-over the surfaces of the spheres ~ 1 v2 • According to the assumed diffusion 
model of gas-surface interaction, the functions .f1'j)2 have the following form: 

!lV2 = A~'J2exp( -Btv2c<'>
2
), 

where 

The quantities A~'J2 are unknown. 
We may obtain them from the conditions of the impermeability of the walls. These 

conditions form the system of two integral equations of Fredholm of the second kind. 
In this way the algorytm of the problem of the interference of two· spheres moving in 

free-molecular medium reduces to solving of the system of integral equations and next to 
calculation of five-fold integrals, expressing the forces F or the heat exchange E. 

The solution of the problem in the general form is impossible analytically as well as 
numerically. 

The m1in diffi.::ulty are com?licated dQmlins of the integration in the velocity space, 
connected with the screening of one sphere by another. For this reason, the problem was 
effectively solved only in the physically and geometrically simplest, cases [1, 2, 3, 4], na
mely: 

1) the resting spheres; 
2) the system of the spheres moving along the axis connecting the centres in approxi

mation of small and great velocities of the system (in comparison to the thermal velocity 
of the gas medium); 
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3) the system moving in arbitrary direction, but only then, when the temperatures of 
the spheres are equal. 

The problems solved in these cases and obtained results are illustFated in Table 1 (p. 220). 
From these results we may imply the following conclusions: 

1. Resting spheres 

If the temperature of the body is higher than the temperature of surrounding medium, 
then the body exerts the repulsing action on another body; if lower - the attracting 
action. Consequence of this is, that the bodies hotter than the medium repulse themselves 
and colder ones - attract themselves. The magnitudes of the forces acting on the bodies 
·are proportional to the geometrical factor g. This factor was calculated in mixed ways, ana-
lytically and numerically. At great distances the interaction forces are inversely proportion
al to square of the distance, at small distances the factor g may reach values close to unity. 
It is interesting that the force acting on the body does not depend on its temperature. 

2. The system moving along the axis connecting the centres in approximation of small 
velocities and great distances 

Apart from the obvious drag (the first expression in the brackett [ ... ], which would 
appear, when the sphere moves in the medium alone) appears the interaction force, evoked 
by the presence of the second sphere (the term in the bracket { ... }, proportional to 

t 

(2kT0 /m)2) and the force of interaction, connected with motion (the term in the brackett 
{ ... } proportional to the velocity q). 

The interaction terms are inversely proportional to the square of the distance d and 
those which are connected with motion are proportional to the velocity of the system. 
It is characteristic that the interaction connected with motion decreases the drag. 

By suitable choosing of the temperatures of the spheres, every force or the total force 
acting on the system can be made equal to 0. In such a case, the spheres of the system could 
move without drag. We may also receive the total force directed according to the velocity 
of the system - in such a ease, the system would be accelerated; we would then have 
something of a kind of the free-molecular engine. 

3. The system moving along the axis connecting the centres with hypersonic velocity in 
great distances approximation 

The first term in F t represents the force descending from the particles impinging 
directly from the medium (the screening of the sphere Kt by the sphere K1 is taken into 
account); the second term in F t represents the force, descending from the particles com
ing from the sphere K 2 and from all particles reflected from the sphere Kt. The first 
term in F 2 represents the force evoked by particles coming directly from the medium 
(impinging on the sphere K 2 and reflected from K2); the second term represents the force 
descending from the particles coming from the sphere Kt . 

The obvious drag is proportional to the square of the velocity of the system, the inter
action drag (the interaction force connected with the motion)- to the product of the veloc
ity q of the system and thermal velocity C r of the particles reflected from the first or sec
ond sphere. In the force F 1 the interaction increases the drag, in F 2 decreases the drag. 

It is characteristic that the effects of the interaction - in the force F t - are inversely 
proportional to the fourth power of the distance, however- in F2 - to the square of the 
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distance. The effects of the screening are proportional to cos28+ or cos38+ for the terms 
representing the oarticles impinging or reflected, respectively. 

4. The heat exchang~for the system moving with hypersonic velocity in the arbitrary di
rection in the case when T1 = T2 

The analysis of the screening (the shade thrown in uniform stream on the sphere K1 by 
K2) requires the partition of the problem into 13 cases (with reference to the proportion 
of radii R1 /R2 and magnitude of the angle of attack eq). For all these ,cases has been found 
the general expression for the heat exchange for the screened sphere K1 • The effect of 
screening is characterized by geometrical factor 1,. The value I, we obtain by substituting 
the proper parameters, characterizing the case of screening. The factor n/2 in the 
bracket [ ... ]corresponds to the situation when the sphere K1 is not screened. 

For example, from the general expression for the exchange E1 has been calculated I, 
for 5 values of the angle of attack (the details in the paper [1, 2]). 

The term in E1 , representing the impinging molecules, is proportional to the third power 
of the system velocity q; the term representing ·the reflected molecules is proportional 
lo the product of the velocity of the system and the temperature of the spheres. 

The most important fact is that the interaction heat exchange has geometrical 
character only and results completely from the screening of one sphere by another. 

The problems 1, 2, 3, 4 are presented in detail in the papers [1, 2, 3]. 

Possibilities of the utilizing of the results obtained 

On the basis of the results obtained we may set up many interesting cognitive experi
ments in earthly conditions or in the cosmic space around the Earth, where the conditions 
of free-molecular medium and hypersonic velocity can be realized. The ·list of the experi
ments proposed we present in Table 2. 

In the earthly conditions can be proposed, for example, the following experiment. 
In the reservoir of the gas with free-molecular conditions and constant temperature 

of the walls we may hang up two small spheres, next heat them to different temperatures 
and observe their deviations from the balance point. For the receiving of the conditions 
mentioned above it suffices to take for example the reservoir with radius 1 m and to fill 
it with the gas, whose pressure is 4-40 X 10- 6 atm in the temperature T 0

- 300°K. 
In such conditions two spherical envelepes, with density e = 3 g/cm3

, heated to the tem
peratures 600-700°K, should deviate at small distances by the angle 1-9°. 

Changing the materials of the spheres we may investigate the phenomena of interaction 
in dependence on. the kind of surface. This experiment reminds the experiment from 
electrostatics. 

In the cosmic space of Earth we may set up such experiments as: 
1) the determining of the drag of the system by observation of its trajectories, 
2) the determining of the interaction forces by the measurement of the change of the 

distance of the spheres or their relative velocity (to this end it suffices to cut the chains 
connecting the spheres). 

On the basis of results obtained the total acceleration and the interaction acceleration 
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Table 2. Proposed experiments 

Subject I 
of experimet __ ___ Scheme 

Interaction 
of 

two bodies 

Drag 
of system 

Interaction 
forces 

Verification of 
diffusion model 

Parameters of 
cosmic atmophere 

Measurements 

Deviation 
out of balance 
point 

Trajectory 

Distance or relative 
velocity of the 
spheres 

Heat exchange for 
different geometric
al configurations 

Forces and 
heat exchange 

Remarks 

Earthly conditions 
A. ~ I ~ R (Example- envelopes e = 3g/cm3 

A.= 1m, T0 = 300 K, p 0 = 4-40x I0- 7 atm. 
(Rt +R2 )/d ~ 1, T 1 , T2 ~ 600-700 K, oc ~ 1-9°) 

Cosmic conditions 

acceleration for the spheres { e = 3g/cm3
, 

1 2 .. I 2kT I 1 ) 
R 2 /R1 = 2 , k 1 = 1/10, Jl nz j q = 10 , q = 7,8 km/sek 

H = 130 km, R 1 = 102cm, 1,23 x 10- 2 cm/s2
, H =50, 

R1 = 10-4
, 1,7 x 109 cm/s2 

Cosmic conditions 
Interaction acceleration, envelopes 

~~-- 1 
H = 130-200 km, f 2kT/mfq = -e = 3g/cm3 

10 
(Rt +R2)/d = 1, I0- 2 -I0- 1cm/s. 

Cosmic conditions 

QifQu =/(G) { only for diffusion model 
G = (Rt, R2, d, €Jq) 

Cosmic conditions 
F = /(no, To), Q = Q(no, To) 
F1/Fu =/(To), QifQu =/(To) 

Parameters in calibration of diffusion model 
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for the system of the spheres moving in cosmic conditions (the velocity of the system 
q = 7.8 km/s at different heights were calculated. 

For example, the acceleration for the spheres with parameters: 

1 1 e = 3 gfcm3
, R2/R1 = 2' kf = W' T1 = T2 = mq

2/8k 

is in the case R1 = 102 cm -1,23 x 10- 2 cm/s2 at the height H = 130 km and in the case 
R 1 = 10-4cm2 -1.7 x 109 cm/s2 at the height H = 50 km. The interaction accelera
tion corresponding to these conditions and parameters for the spherical envelopes at small 
distances {(R1 + R2)/d ~ 1) and at the heights H 130-200 km achieve the values to- 2 cm/s2 • 

Although the accelerations and interaction accelerations for the bodies with dimensions 
~ 102 cm are small, their effects are easily observable because such quantities as the way 
and the velocity of the system, the relative distance and relative velocity of the bodies are 
cumulating in the time. The solution of the problem of the heat exchange we may utilize 
to set up the experiment for verification of the assumed diffusion model of gas-wall interac
tion. In the case considered in our work, when the temperatures of the spheres are equal, 
the proportion of the magnitudes of the heat exchange for two geometrical configurations 
(that is: different distances, different angles of attack, different radii) depends on the ge
ometry only. Because such situation takes place for the diffusion model only, the experi
ment gives the possibility of precise verification of diffusion model. 

The above experiments we mayutilize in a quite different way. Namely, we may state 
the problem inversely. If we consider the parameters of the cosmic atmosphere as unknown, 

FIG. 1 

we may determine them from the measurements of the forces and heat exchange. But the 
parameters obtained in this way will be the parameters in calibration of diffusion model 
only. 

At last, the results of the work we may use for creating the theory of the multicompo
nent gases, in which one component creates for the other component the free-molecular 
conditions (for example: highly dispersed aerosols, the neutral gas and thermal radiation, 
the atoms and electrons or protons). The particles of one component of such gas, namely 
this one, for which the second component creates the free-molecular conditions, will 
interact. The state equation of such gases should be improved. 
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